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Ortsverband Helmbrechts B 39

BAVARIA 5000 (diamond)
(blue fine-satincloth triangle pennant [app. 33x23cm] decorated with stones like "diamond", with
embroied callsign, number and date)
This award is after the BAVARIA 1500 (silver) and BAVARIA 2000 (gold) the "top-version" to the famos
BAVARIA
1000 and are published by the DARC, German Amateur-Radio-Club e.V., local club Helmbrechts, DOK B39, for all
licensed radio amateurs as well as SWL for contacts after the 01.01.1984. The BAVARIA 1000-award is no basic
condition.
Contacts my be made on " HF " or "VHF/UHF/SHF " , but not mixed !! Crossband contacts are valid, but only the
smaller band value of the contact may be claimend. Each station can be worked once again on the particular bands
in particular modes (beside PR and Echolink)!! From each of the 4 Bavarian-DARC-districts (all B-, C-, T- and
UDOK)
work the following
QUANTITY of DARC-DOK:
DARC-District
B (Franken)
C (Oberbayern)
T (Schwaben)
U (Bayern Ost)
Z (VFDB)*)

DOK .
39
33
18
27
max. 12

Z-DOK´s are not absolutely necessary! They are only possible as Joker for missing DARC-DOK´s!
*) Z-DOK (VFDB) can only be used for replacement of missing DARC-DOK. Useable Z-DOK: Z13, 15, 16,
30, 42, 44, 51, 52, 57, 61, 64, 67 and 76 (issue 01/2006).
SPECIAL-DOK, assigned by particular districts, are rated as DOK as well as points. Special-DOK, which
aren't assigned to the districts, are only valid as points - but NOT for the QUANTITY of DOK.
For DL-stations use following point values:
Mode/Band
FM
SSB and other
CW

VHF
3
6
10

UHF/SHF
6
12
20

HF .
3
6
10

points
points
points

According to this DOK and point values, you have to prove for the BAVARIA 5000 (diamond) 5000 points.
EU- and DX-stations: Prove also 5000 points, but double the score!
Award application with GCR-list (=confirmed list sort by DOK and callsign!!), SAL (=self-addressed label) and the
award-fee (self-costs) of:
DL: 25 Euro or 36 US$ // EU: 26 Euro or 37 US$ // DX: 27 Euro or 38 US$ to:

Rainer Grebner, DL8NCG
Gartenstr. 19
D-96528 Schalkau
A D D I T I O N A L "SERVICE" :
A) Applying the awards in only one mode (e.g. CW or SSB), the mode may be embroyed by an
additional fee (self-costs) of 4 Euro or 6 US$.
B) Another service is to embroy your callsign also in BRAILLE characters.
The additional fee (self-costs) is 4 Euro or 6 US$.
C) Furthermore you can protect your pennant on both sides with a transparent plastic foil, so it's easy
to clean (e.g. for "smoker-shacks"). The additional fee (self-costs) is also 4 Euro oder 6 US$.

Look also our Home-Page: www.darc.de/b39

